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Void and Community, these are the best terms to sum up the concept of this logo.
Having the Alzheimer’s Disease is a totally personal experience, yet it deeply affects
families and operators’ lives.
The aim of the association is not only to take care of the ills but also to create a safe
network for the families, helping them with all the aspects of the caregiving process.
The logo wants to express this two aspects trough a clear and univocal appearance:
the blank space gives the viewer a glimpse of the deasease and the block construction
expresses the idea of family and broadly of community while everything is inscribed in the
steady and reassuring shape of a square.
Both the lettering and the payoff are made with different weights of the same typeface,
from bold condensed to light, used across all the brand applications. In this way it
creates a flexible system that always stays true to itself without the need of external
supporting elements.
The logo speaks clear and simple, with a monochromatic palette that helps it to look
transparent and trustworthy while it can integrate colors through photos and illustrations,
opening up to future ideas of application.
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The logo naturally generates a wide variety of textures
and patterns that can be used on the branding material,
giving it consistency but also playfulness while preserving
a geometrical taste.

The logo concept can also be declined in a billboard campaign. Four or six smaller posters affixed together can generate an image with
a missing tile, like in a puzzle, giving information and advices to the person who’s looking and advertising the work of the association.
Pictures and words can change through time allowing to keep to communication fresh but consistent.

The same principles as for the printed campaign can be applied in
different contexts such as a website. The picture grid gives color and
appeal while making everithyng clear and well-ordered.

